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Home of interior designer and stylist Magda Zabierzowska.

A personal story from the interior designer and stylist Magda Zabierzowska: – My home is 
a collection of different styles that somehow come together to create harmony. From an-
tiques and Asia to 60’s furniture and Japanese neons. Every corner of the house has its 
own world represented by what I call little altars filled with tiny collectibles and carefully ar-
ranged pieces. I treat my space according to the theory of tabula rasa. The walls are blank
canvases and the interior an empty space that grows and changes with me. Including the 
free growing garden, I let my home live its own life, just how I live mine. As an interior de-
signer, I often hear that creating your own space is the toughest job. For my own home, I 
wanted to combine the feeling of timelessness and the charm of old objects with modern 
and funky elements. I try to avoid falling into the trap of following every new trend and I 
think a home should be outside of fashion to make it timeless. My home is a reflection of 
my personality, the way I perceive the world, my inspirations, and taste. I am a collector. I 
love objects, the less useful the better. Every item I’ve collected has its own unique story 
and I am truly attached to all of them. In my collection, I have pieces passed from my great
grandparents and taken from my family home. Most of the objects, however, I have 
brought back from my trips to Asia. Asia enchanted me with its colours, smells, and hand-
craft. Whenever I go there I come back with suitcases full of new pieces. Lamps, furniture, 
masks, and little collectibles. If I can’t fit something in the luggage or bring it on my lap I 
ship it home. In China, I found beautiful hand-painted silk lanterns which later came home 
in a huge wooden box that barely fit in the garage. In Vietnam, I found amazing masks and
colourful rugs.


